The Rim Golf Community Emergency Evacuation Plan
With the recent wildfires in Arizona, and with the continued potential of dangerous fire seasons in
our area, the Rim Golf Club Community Board of Directors is making an Evacuation Plan available
to home owners. Please keep in mind, in the event emergency evacuations become necessary,
local and state emergency crews will be in charge of all evacuations, regardless of what
evacuation plan we have in place.
Should an evacuation become necessary, the following plan will be followed:
Evacuation Procedure:
Plan “A” — This plan will be used when there is no immediate threat to the community, but evacuation is still
necessary. All individuals on the property will be requested to exit the property in a safe and orderly fashion. They will
be instructed, by Security and Public Service Staff, to exit using the nearest, most accessible exit to their property.
Plan “B” — This plan will used in the event that emergency crews need to access the property en masse. Rim Golf
Club
Security will exit all residents, guests and employees, off the property, to the west through the main gate. This will allow
large and numerous emergency vehicles to enter from Highway 260, Rim Club Parkway, or Dells Point gate, with
unrestricted access. Security will be posted at various locations on the property to insure an expeditious, yet safe exit.
Security will assist with traffic control at all exits.
In the Event of Wind Driven Fire
Fire Officials will instruct all residents to exit the property through one of the three available gates: Main Gate on Rim
Club Pass, Hwy 260 gate on Diamond Point, or the Dells Point gate. Dells Point gate is found by going south and turning
onto Monument Valley and then turn left onto Dells Point. Turning right at the gate will put you on Granite Dells road and
will lead to the Safeway shopping center.
Please note, normal prevailing winds from the southwest and aggravated fire danger from the untamed forest area to the
south, create the most likely fire exposure and least likely evacuation route.
Rim Club Parkway to the West and Highway 260 to the North of the Rim Club will assist as fire breaks. These two avenues for
fire evacuation will, most likely, remain open and safe.

Plan “C” — This plan goes into effect when it is deemed to be ‘unsafe’ to leave the property (or you cannot get off of
the property). Authorities will have determined it ‘unsafe’ to exit the property at this time. Individuals will be directed to
a “Shelter in Place Area”. The Practice Golf Range at the clubhouse is that designated area—located south of the Rim Club
Clubhouse, accessible from Clubhouse Drive and the Clubhouse parking lot. All individuals will be directed to this area for
their own safety and for further evacuation instructions.
Emergency evacuation notifications will come in many forms, including from Security, through the Multi-Connect
Emergency Notification System (through the Rim Golf Club Community Association), and from KMOG (the local AM/FM
Radio station). Also, www.azein.gov or http://inciweb.org are both good websites for tracking fires. We ask that in case of
an emergency where evacuations are necessary, to listen for information rather than call Security, as they will be very
busy coordinating the evacuation efforts with the authorities.

